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CARBON ON THE MOVE
In "Tha lvory War" (p. 8), you learned that scientists are able to find the age of elephant tusks by

examining ihe amount of radiocarbon in the ivory. This element is incorporated inlo the tusks from plants

that the elephant eats. The diagram below shows Earth's carbon cycle, or the processes by wftich carbon

is transferred through the environment Study the diagram and then answer tha questions that follow.

2. Use your own words to explain how plante move carbon

through the environment

3. What are two proceeeee that release GO2 into the

abnosphere?

5. Wtrat ie one way that humans could deorease the amount of

CO2 in the atmosphere?
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ENERGY BLAST
In "The lvory War' (p. 8), you learned that nuclear bomb testing in the 1950s released materials into the air that help
scientists determine the age of elephant tusks. The diagram below shows how an exploeion in a nuclear bomb is set

off. Use the diagram to answer the questions that follow.

CHAIN REACTION

A nuclear bomb's explosive power comes from a series of nuclear reactions. Most nuclear bombe rely on fission, in

which the nucleus, or c€nter, of an atom is split. Fiesion cauaes a chain reac'tion tfiat releases massive amounte of
enorgy rn an explosion.

Jffil--u
(D fft. nucleus of a uranium
atom contains positively charged
protons and uncharged neutrons.
The nucleus splits when a free
neutron hits it.

@ Wtrn the nucleus splits,
it releases two or three free
neutrons. The split also produces
energy in lhe form ol heat and
radiation.

@ fn" released neutrons strike
the nuclei of other uranium atoms,
causing a chain reaction.
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4. What types of energy are released from a nuclear bomb?
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QUESTIOilS
I . Wtrat type of atom is repreeented in the diagram?

2. Wtrat particles are contained inside the atoms?

3. Wtrat cauass th€ atom's nucleus to split?

5. Vvhat is one factor*rat would causo a chain reaction to
stop?
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